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Learning Outcomes

Gain knowledge about how to read and interpret digital data logger (DDL) reports

Understand how to set up DDL alarms/notifications 

Understand how to monitor storage unit performance

Understand how to prevent and respond to temperature excursions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash By the end of today’s session, you will learn how to read and interpret digital data logger (or DDL) reports. You will also understand how to set up DDL alarms and notifications, how to monitor storage unit performance and last but not least– how to prevent and respond to temperature excursions. 



Agenda
The Basics: Vaccine Storage and Handling Procedures

Vaccine Transport

• CDC Specifications
• Types of devices and systems
• Initial set up and alarm settings
• Data logger display
• Troubleshooting

Temperature Monitoring Devices and Systems

Digital Data Logger Reports

Troubleshooting and Maintenance

Temperature Monitoring Changes at NHIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel Here is our agenda for today’s session. We will review some of the key basics of vaccine storage and handling and review packing up vaccines for emergencies. We will go over different types of temperature monitoring devices and systems in detail, review some examples of DDL reports, go over DDL and storage unit troubleshooting and maintenance, and share some exciting changes coming soon to the NH Immunization Program.



The Basics: 
Vaccine Storage and 
Handling Procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash We're going to start off by reviewing some of the basics of vaccine storage and handling procedures. As a reminder, please remember to take your required, annual vaccine management training which dives deeper into this topic. We are in the process of launching NHIP trainings on CDC TRAIN. CDC You Call the Shots training modules are available in the meantime.



Vaccine Storage Units

• Any newly acquired or purchased units must be stand-alone
• Purpose built or pharmaceutical grade recommended
• Stand-alone household grade is acceptable
• Enough space to accommodate largest inventory of the year without 

overcrowding. 

Stand-Alone Units

• If a practice has had a combination unit in place since July 2019:
• Only refrigerator portion can be used for vaccine storage
• Must have dual freezer/refrigerator temperature control knobs

Existing Combination Units Only

NO Dorm or Bar Style Units 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelFirst let’s go over acceptable units for vaccine storage:Any newly acquired or purchased units must be stand-alone.Purpose built or pharmaceutical grade is recommended, but stand-alone household grade units are acceptable and can maintain stable temperatures.Units must have enough space to accommodate your largest inventory of the year (such as flu season) without overcrowding. Combination units are only acceptable if it has been in place as a vaccine storage unit at your practice since July 2019 and continues to maintain stable temperatures. Only the refrigerator portion of these units are permitted for vaccine storage and these units must have dual fridge/freezer temperature controls.Lastly, as I am sure you all know by now – dorm style units with the built-in freezer compartment or bar style units are not permitted for vaccine storage at any time!



Organizing Your Vaccine Storage Unit

Wire shelving for air circulation
Vaccine in ventilated baskets, not touching walls
No vaccine storage in drawers, on the floor, or door of 
the unit
Clearly labeled baskets
Separate state and private vaccine

Keep vaccines in original boxes
Protect from light and for NDC/lot/expiration

Earliest expirations at front of shelf
Water bottles at top, bottom, sides, and back of shelving
Glycol probe in center of unit
No food/drink
Do not unplug sticker next to outlet or front of unit
Label circuit breaker to alert people not to turn off power 
to vaccine storage units
Do NOT plug units into GFI outlets or surge protectors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel Now let’s review how to properly set up and organize your vaccine storage units.



Continuous Monitoring of Vaccine Storage Units
A continuous temperature monitoring device, or digital 
data logger (DDL) is required for each vaccine storage 
unit

Each provider must have at least one portable backup 
DDL for emergency transport, or in case a primary 
device breaks, malfunctions, or is being re-calibrated.

Each data logger should have a different calibration 
expiration date!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash As you all know, a DDL that continuously monitors temperatures is required for each vaccine storage unit holding state and federally funded vaccines. You must also have at least one portable digital data logger that can be used for emergency transport, in case a primary device breaks or malfunctions, or to use if your primary device has been sent off to be re-calibrated. Make sure that your data loggers have different calibration expirations so that they do not all expire at the same time! 



Refrigerators must maintain temperatures between 2℃ to 8℃
• Any excursion above 8℃ for longer than 10 minutes requires calling 

manufacturers and submitting a completed Cold Chain Incident Report to 
NHIP

• Any excursion below 2℃ for any length of time requires calling manufacturers 
and submitting a completed Cold Chain Incident Report to NHIP

Freezers must maintain temperatures between -50℃ to -15℃
• Any excursion warmer than -15℃ for longer than 10 minutes requires calling 

manufacturers and submitting a completed Cold Chain Incident Report to 
NHIP

Storage Unit Temperature Ranges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash –All refrigerators must maintain temperatures between 2 and 8 degrees Celsius. Providers must submit a cold chain incident report to NHIP for any excursion above 8 degrees Celsius that exceeds 10 minutes and any excursion that dips below 2 degrees Celsius for any length of time. Freezing temperatures can result in the permanent loss of potency for certain types of vaccine. All freezers must maintain temperatures between -50 and -15 degrees Celsius. Providers must submit a cold chain incident report for freezer excursions warmer than -15 for longer than 10 minutes. If you are still keeping your freezer between -15 and -25, you can adjust your unit to be colder. The vaccine that needed to be within this range has been discontinued and that tight range for freezers can be difficult to maintain due to defrost cycles. 



NHIP Temperature 
Monitoring Requirements

 Actual temperatures of each storage unit need to be 
read and recorded at the beginning and end of each 
workday

 The Min/Max need to be recorded each workday 
morning

**If you have a Fridge-tag device, remember to 
press the read button a total of 3 times each time 
you read and record temperatures

 Download and review your data logger report at the 
end of every month

 Submit your manual temperature logs to NHIP by the 
10th of every month

 All temperature documentation must be saved for a 
minimum of 3 years per CDC (along with all VFC 
related documentation). Electronic storage is okay.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – Here at NHIP, we require all providers with state and federally funded vaccine to do the following in order to prevent harm to the potency of the vaccine.It is crucial that the temperatures displayed on your digital data logger are checked and written on your monthly paper temp logs at the beginning and end of each workday. Additionally, every morning the min/max needs to be read and recorded. If your office has a fridge-tag device, press the read button a total of 3 times. The will give you a more accurate record the min/max resets every day at midnight. This also prompts the device to log your activity. Later on in the presentation, we will show you where that activity is logged on your data logger report. Make sure to download and review your data logger report at the end of every month and mark it off on your temperature log. Submit your manual temp logs via email or fax to NHIP between the 1st and 9th of every month. Remember to check to make sure the correct pin number is on your logs! �The CDC requires all VFC related documentation, including temp logs and data logger reports are saved for a minimum of 3 years.



Maintaining the Cold Chain
The cold chain is the system of transporting and storing 
vaccines at recommended temperatures from the point of 
manufacturing to administration. 

The responsibility of the provider begins when vaccine 
arrives at your practice. 

Vaccines exposed to temperatures outside the recommended 
ranges can have reduced potency and protection.

Errors in storage and handling/administration can also result 
in the loss of patient confidence when repeat doses are 
required.

May result in significant financial loss if the vaccine cannot be 
used OR if the provider has shown negligence in the storage 
or handling of a vaccine, the provider may be asked to 
replace the wasted vaccine.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel – The cold chain is the system of transporting and storing vaccines at recommended temperatures from the time of manufacturing to the time of administration. -Your responsibility begins as soon as a vaccine delivery arrives at your practice. Failure to maintain the cold chain can result in reduced potency and protection, loss of patient confidence, and could result in significant financial loss to NHIP. If vaccine loss was avoidable and resulted in provider’s negligence in the storage and handling of vaccine, the provider may be asked to purchase and replace the vaccines per the NHIP Loss and Replacement Policy.



Had a temperature excursion?

Don’t panic! 
Call NHIP if you need help!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel – Many of you may know exactly what to do in the event of a temperature excursion. Some of you may be new to this OR some of you may panic no matter how many excursions you have dealt with before. We get it! There is no need to panic. You can always call us for guidance. We also created a new resource that can be posted near your storage units so that staff have all the information needed to handle an excursion within easy reach.



Vaccine Transport
and

Emergency Pack-Out

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Transport: Maintaining the Cold Chain
Be prepared. Always have the following items ready and 
available:
Frozen water bottles
 Insulated container 
Cardboard, bubble wrap 
Back up DDL 

Don’t Forget to Condition Your Water Bottles!

Use one of the following methods until the ice block inside 
moves when rotated in your hand
• Leave out on the counter for approx. 25-30 minutes  
• Place frozen bottles in a sink filled with several inches of 

lukewarm water
• Place under running tap water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – When it comes to vaccine transport, maintaining the Cold Chain is key and it is important to always be prepared. Make sure you always have frozen water bottles, an insulated container, cardboard, bubble wrap, and a back up DDL on hand. Before transporting refrigerated vaccine, condition your frozen water bottles. A few different methods can be used to condition your water bottles, but you will know they are properly conditioned when the block of ice inside the bottles moves when rotating it in your hand. You can leave them out on the counter or run them under tap water – the time will be dependent on the room and water temperature, but generally 25-30 minutes. 



Transport: Pack Out
Packing Up Your Refrigerated Vaccine

• Layer 1: Water bottles
• Layer 2: Insulating Material (cardboard)
• Layer 3: Insulating Material (bubble wrap)
• Layer 4: Vaccines and DDL probe
• Layer 5: Insulating Material (bubble wrap)
• Layer 6: Insulating Material (cardboard)
• Layer 7: Water bottles

• If there is space left in your container, add extra 
bubble wrap for added insulation

Frozen Vaccine
 Last out, first in
 Do NOT condition water bottles!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – Think of packing up your vaccine like making a sandwich. Your conditioned water bottles are your bread, the cardboard is your cheese, bubble wrap is your lettuce, and your vaccines are your filling. Make sure to put your glycol bottle in next to your vaccines. If there is space left in your container, make sure to add extra bubble wrap to trap all the cold air in. When transporting frozen vaccines, always pack it last and unpack first when getting to your destination. You do not need to condition water bottles for frozen vaccine, take them right out of the freezer for pack up.



Temperature Monitoring 
Devices and Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AshNow, we're going to talk about temperature monitoring equipment specifications and requirements for digital data loggers.



CDC Digital Data Logger Specifications
Data loggers must meet or exceed the following 

 Detachable Bio safe glycol-probe or similar buffered solution
 Continuous Monitoring: The ability to record and save temperature information 

24 hours a day with at least one reading every 15 minutes. 
 A digital display on the outside of the unit. 
 The ability to display the minimum and maximum temperatures between 

readings. 
 A Hi/Lo alarm, audible or visual for out- of- range temperatures.
 The ability to download and transmit temperature information by email or fax. 
 Low battery indicator. 
 A current certificate of calibration that is traceable to the National Institute of 

the Standards and Technology (NIST) with accuracy of +/- 1ºF (0.5ºC). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelAll data loggers monitoring units with state and federally purchased vaccine must meet or exceed these specifications. Most data loggers on the market today exceed these specifications, but some do not come with an NIST traceable certificate of calibration or may charge extra for one. Make sure yours come with one and keep the certificate in a safe place. You will need to show it to NHIP staff during your next compliance visit!



Types of Temperature Monitoring Devices

Disclaimer: As a state agency, we can’t endorse any specific brand or product. 
The terms & conditions of your purchase are between you and your vendor.

Advantages:
• Simple, inexpensive, easy set-up, built-in memory, download 

stored data for review and save data to a computer
• Ideal for staff that aren’t tech/computer savvy
• Data is transferred via internal memory/USB connection, 

thumb drive, or memory card
• Manufacturers typically provide “Quick Start Guides”
• Portable – can be used as back-up device

Disadvantages:
• Some (not all) devices may require software
• Must manually disconnect loggers from each storage unit to 

download data (limited storage)
• Some provide Bluetooth pairing, but you may be limited to 

viewing data on mobile devices if office computers do not 
allow Bluetooth connectivity

• After hours/weekend temperature excursions won’t be found 
until back in office

• Limited memory available on device. If data isn’t downloaded 
and backed up, data is lost.

Stand-Alone Loggers - $

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelA short disclaimer before we start – as a state agency we can’t endorse any specific brand or product for providers to buy. Today we are sharing a lot of information to consider when choosing a device so you can make the best choice for your office if a new data logger is needed. There are a few different types of temperature monitoring devices on the market right now. Most of you are probably most familiar with the stand-alone type. These devices are the least expensive, easy to set up, and doesn’t require a lot of technical knowledge to use. Typically, data is transferred to your computer using either a USB connection, thumb drive, or memory card. Usually there are several easy to follow guides available for these devices from manufacturers and distributors. These devices are also convenient because they are portable and can be used as a back-up data logger, so when there is an emergency and you need to pack up your vaccine, staff should already be familiar with the data logger if the same type is used to monitor storage units.Some disadvantages to stand-alone loggers are that you need to manually disconnect loggers from each storage unit in order to download data logger reports. This can be time consuming if you have multiple units being monitored. There are some devices on the market that use Bluetooth technology, but unless you use your personal device or the office has a mobile device that allows you to download the app, that isn’t ideal for many offices. These devices have a limited amount of data storage which varies depending on the model, so you have to make sure your data logger reports are downloaded and backed up to a computer regularly, otherwise data will be overwritten and lost. Another disadvantage is if temperature excursions occur overnight or on the weekend, you won’t know until you are back in the office. Some stand-alone devices require software and some do not. If you have strict IT departments that would make it difficult to download required software on computers in the office, you will want to look for devices that do not require software for set up or reports. Here are a few examples of different stand-alone loggers on the market today – the FridgeTag, Dickson, and LogTag.



Types of Temperature Monitoring Devices

Advantages:
• Ability to monitor multiple devices from a single computer in real 

time
• No need to manually disconnect loggers to download 

temperatures
• Ability to set up email/text notifications to select staff for alarms

• Allows you to take-action when the office is closed 
• Peace of mind knowing data is backed up via Wi-Fi and/or cloud 

technology
Disadvantages:

• Can lead to complacency: Daily min/max and twice daily actual 
temperature checks are still required and must be logged and 
submitted to NHIP monthly

• Devices will require software to be installed to computers to 
download reports

• Additional set up (text/email notifications) and technical 
assistance for proper installation may be needed

• Most have added and recurring costs for subscription service plans

Wi-Fi and Ethernet Loggers - $$ 

Disclaimer: As a state agency, we can’t endorse any specific brand or product. 
The terms & conditions of your purchase are between you and your vendor.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelWi-fi and ethernet loggers have additional features that stand-alone loggers do not. They are slightly more expensive than the stand-alone loggers for the device itself.-You can download your data logger reports for multiple devices without having to manually disconnect them. -You also have the ability to set up email and text message notifications when alarms go off so that you can address temperature excursions immediately, even after hours or on the weekend. -Your data will always be backed up, so you don’t have to worry about potential data loss. These devices can come with some disadvantages as well. -Often when providers obtain wi-fi devices or monitoring systems, they ask if they still need to manually check temperatures. Just remember, NHIP and CDC will always require a human manually checking storage unit temperatures, no matter what device or system is used. -These types of devices will always have some sort of software that needs to be installed onto computers for set up and reports, so make sure your IT dept will allow it. -Staff needs to be a little more tech savvy with these devices for proper set up and notifications. -These types of devices also come with recurring costs as most require annual subscription plans to use the cloud services. Here are some examples of wi-fi loggers available on the market – AccuTherm SmartLog and Lascar. Some models look just like the stand-alone versions – such as the Log-Tag device, just with the added wi-fi capability.



Types of Temperature Monitoring Devices

Enterprise Level Monitoring Systems - $$$$

• Same pros/cons of Wi-Fi and Ethernet data loggers
• Has the ability to scale to support large healthcare organizations, 

hospitals, etc. 
• Can monitor multiple devices/units at multiple locations

• Requires dedicated staff to monitor and transmit temperature data 
from multiple sites

• Vendor and on-site IT resources needed for set up
• Subscriptions for cloud space and accounts required for setup
• May require additional equipment for multiple units
• If your organization uses an enterprise system:

• Know who you need to contact to get reports and relay what 
information is needed on a monthly-basis and in the event of a 
temperature excursion!

Disclaimer: As a state agency, we can’t endorse any specific brand or product. 
The terms & conditions of your purchase are between you and your vendor.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel-Enterprise level monitoring systems are the most expensive type of temperature monitoring, but offer savings for larger healthcare organizations with multiple practices. These systems can scale up or down as needed to monitor multiple units at multiple locations. -Many of the pros and cons are the same as using a wi-fi data logger, but a big difference is that a system like this does require dedicated staff to set up and monitor the software to manage data for multiple sites. Depending on your organization’s policies and the type of subscription purchased, vaccine management staff may not be able to access the system itself, so it is important to have conversations within your organization to ensure you are meeting NHIP and CDC documentation requirements. If you have a system like this, make sure you know who to contact so that you can get the temperature data needed on a regular basis and in the event of an excursion. Here are a few examples of companies that offer enterprise level systems – SmartSense, TempTrak, and Rees Scientific.



Other Considerations 

Is software required?
-Most temperature monitoring devices/systems require software to download  
data or configure settings

-Need to check that software is compatible with computers in use and that your IT 
dept will allow the software to be installed

Re-Calibration
-Can the device be re-calibrated?

-How often does your device need to be re-calibrated? 

-Process for re-calibration and how will temperatures be monitored in the 
interim

Power source -What type of batteries are required? How long do they last? Replaceable or 
Re-chargeable? 

Total recurring costs: subscriptions, batteries, re-calibration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelHere are some things to consider when picking out a data logger for your office. 



Your Data Logger Display

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelAll data logger displays look a little different. Most of you will recognize the first display screen as the FridgeTag device. Here are a couple other examples from LogTag, OnSet, and Traceable.



What is your DDL display telling you?

1. Current actual temperature
2. Min/max temps 
3. Battery life
4. If/when an alarm occurred

I’m going to 
remember if I’m 

not checked 
every day...Your display will always show:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – So, the big question, what is your digital data logger telling you? Each data logger display will show different information, but some information is consistent among all device displays. You will always be able to see the current actual temperature, the min and max temperature, battery life, or if an alarm has occurred. 



What is your DDL display not telling you?

 What day did the excursion happen? For how long?

 The temperature is in range, but the alarm is going off

 The temperature is out of range, but the alarm didn’t go off

 The alarm didn’t go off, were there other excursions?

If you can’t find this information on the display, download a report!

Take a closer look…
I think my alarm 
settings might be 

wrong.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash –Here are some common scenarios where you might not be able to see all the information needed on the display screen. You had a temperature excursion and you need to know how long the unit was out of range. What if the temp is in range, but the alarm is going off? OR what if the alarm not going off when the unit is out of temperature range? Note, if this happens, you want to also check to see if there were any other out of range temperatures where the alarm did not go off. If this information isn't available on your display screen or it's hard to find, all of this information can be found by downloading your digital data logger report. We will go over how to review these reports in later slides.



DDL Practices that Lead to Excursions

Source: https://www.immunizationmanagers.org/resources/digital-data-loggers-
lessons-from-the-field/

× Incorrect set up of DDL alarm interval
× Lack of staff training 
× Incorrect DDL set up or placement of the probe
× Turning off/ignoring DDL alarms
× Use of DDL devices with expired calibration dates
× Incorrect download of DDL Report or not downloading at regularly
× Failing to charge OR replace DDL battery
× No back-up calibrated DDL device or all expiring at the same time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – Here are some common practices that lead to preventable temperature excursions. It is crucial to ensure that all necessary staff are trained on vaccine storage and handling, digital data logger operation and be kept up to date on ongoing maintenance issues. If staff are not trained it can lead to ignoring or turning off digital data logger alarms, failing to charge or replace batteries, or incorrect time interval alarm settings. Note: we will show you how to adjust these alarm settings in later slides.

https://www.immunizationmanagers.org/resources/digital-data-loggers-lessons-from-the-field/


Digital Data Logger Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash –Now lets learn how to review digital data logger reports. For today, we are going to review some key issues that can happen with your storage units and how to pinpoint those issues on your data logger reports. Our goal is to give you the knowledge and tools needed to be able to apply your knowledge to any type of data logger report.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – The guide walks us through how to read a Fridge Tag Digital Data Logger Report. The example shows an upper alarm limit excursion, aka the unit was too warm. This guide is printed and available today so don't feel like you need to write all of this down. If your unit had a temperature excursion, download the DDL report. Note that 7 and 11 will show the duration of time that the unit was out of range (i.e. the length of time of your temperature excursion). Most digital data loggers will have similar guides available for you. If you can’t find one, reach out to your distributor to ask for the resources they have available. Rachel is going to walk us through some in depth examples of how to read a digital data logger report in a couple slides. 



What Information is Important?

Device and Set-Up Details: alarm limits, logging intervals

Daily audits, alarms, connection errors

Large range between min/max temps (ex: min = 2 and max = 7)

Fluctuating temperatures when the office is closed

Sudden spike in cold temperatures

Temperature is too high, followed by a temperature that is too cold

Frequent high alarms

What information are 
you looking for? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel – So, what is the key information you are looking for when reviewing your data logger report? You will want to look at your device and set up details – such as your alarm limits and how often the device logs temperatures.You will want to see if daily audits are being done, and if there were any alarms or connection errors.Now we are going to list some of the other issues that NHIP staff looks for when reviewing temperature data. We don’t expect you to know exactly what causes some of these issues, but they are easy to identify on data logger reports if you know what to look for and you can always call NHIP for further guidance. You want to look for large gaps between your minimum and maximum daily temperatures, for example, if you regularly have minimum temperatures in the 2’s and maximum temperatures in the 7’s. We will be discussing how to troubleshoot your storage units a little later, but it is important to remember if you have a wide range between your min and max temperatures, you will want to try stabilizing temperatures with water bottles and if the range does not improve, have the unit serviced. In this situation, you do not want to attempt any thermostat adjustments as the unit is too close to being out of range in both the upper and lower limits.You will want to look for fluctuating temperatures and if they occurred when the office was open or closed.You will want to look for any sudden spikes in cold temperatures and whether a temperature that was too high occurred before it.You will also want to look for any frequent high temperatures.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel - Now let’s look at an example of a data logger report. *First let’s look at the alarm settings*For the upper alarm, it is set to track the cumulative time of excursions warmer than 18 degrees Celsius, which shows up in the*“cumulative daily time above the limit” column under the blue arrow.The alarm will only trigger if the temperature has been out of range for longer than 1 hour. *The time the alarm is triggered will show up in the column here under the gray arrow.*For the lower alarm, it is set to track the cumulative time of excursions colder than 2 degrees Celsius in the column under the other blue arrow to the left*And under the gray arrow next to it, the alarm trigger time will populate only if the temperature has been out of range for longer than 2 hours and 15 minutes.Since cold chain incidents occur when warmer than 8 degrees for 10 minutes and colder than 2 degrees for any length of time, both of these alarm settings would need to be corrected.Moving on*The measurement interval is every minute, which means the temperature is recognized every minute. The logging interval is 5 minutes, meaning that the device is saving the temperature every 5 minutes. This exceeds the NHIP minimum of logging at least one every 15 minutes.*Events: The temperatures on this unit were inspected once on 6/13/22, which does not meet the daily NHIP and CDC temperature monitoring requirements. If following all requirements, you should see at least one time listed in the events column for each open business day (when min/max is checked). It’s common to see blank spots 2 days a week as most offices are closed on weekends.*Most minimum temperatures are mostly in the 2 degrees Celsius range and maximum temperatures are mostly in the 6 degrees Celsius range which indicates this unit could use some extra water bottles.*You also want to make sure to check to make sure your probe’s connection to the data logger is secure. Sometimes when plugging your data logger back in after downloading reports, it doesn’t get plugged in all the way. So make sure you hear a click when plugging it back in.



Vaccines moved 
during unit repairs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel Now, let’s look at another example. On this image, we don’t see the alarm settings, but based on the highlighted areas – we can tell the alarms are not set up correctly. *There are several indications that the temperature was out of range when you look at the cumulative time columns, but the alarm did not go off for any of the excursions.*We do see that the external sensor connection alarm went off around the time of each of these excursions, which does indicate that staff noticed the out-of-range temperatures and unplugged the data logger to review the report. Now let’s go over a few examples of the key issues we want to look for:* March 8th through the 15th we see frequent low temperatures*Since there is also a max temp in the 7’s on March 7th and the minimum temps are already low, it would not be wise to make any temperature adjustments. * There are no events listed March 16th through the 21st (meaning that the temperature was not checked) *and during this time there were several excursions where the temperature was too high. The most likely scenario is that the unit was being serviced due to the excursions the previous week and vaccines may have been moved into another unit. This is just one example of the many mysteries we try to solve when reviewing temperature logs and cold chain incident reports. *It is always helpful to add notes to reports such as “vaccine was moved” or “unit down for repairs”, etc. to help us out when reviewing temperature data!



All within acceptable temp 
ranges! All good, right?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel - Let’s take a look at another example. *We see that the alarm settings do need to be corrected, but things look good otherwise. *Temps are being checked regularly on business days. *No minimum temps in 2’s, all cumulative time below limit is zero – same for the upper limit, no max temps in 7’s and all cumulative time above limit is zero. So everything looks good, right?



Not Exactly. 
Graphs can visualize 
trends of concern!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel Not exactly – sometimes by looking at the data in a different way fluctuations can be easier to spot. You will see there are several spikes in temps on all 4 graphs. This is concerning, but not unusual in a busy office, but if you take a closer look at the spike near the arrow you see the date is December 25th and it is extremely unlikely that the office was open that day.There may have been a brief power outage, but given there are several other spikes on these graphs - It is likely that the compressor got hot enough where it needed to shut off to cool down, but when it turned back on it was unable to keep up with the rising temperatures of the unit overall. Similarly, when doors are left ajar – temperatures will rise. When the door is eventually shut, the compressor works extra hard to cool units back down and can sometimes cause temperatures to dip below 2 degrees Celsius. 



What Does a Healthy Refrigerator Look Like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel – So, what does a healthy unit look like? We have already looked at examples of what you don’t want to see. On this example, we do not see any sudden spikes or drops in temperature for this unit and the temperatures are consistently between 3 and 5 degrees Celsius.



Freezer Units

Freezers typically have more 
fluctuation due to defrost 

cycles. This is normal!

Max Temps

Average

Min Temps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelFreezers naturally have more fluctuations than a refrigerator due to defrost cycles which occurs daily and increases the temp by about 3-5 degrees to reduce ice build up. Try to keep your freezers at their coldest settings to avoid temperatures getting too warm when this happens. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
RachelHere is another example of a freezer unit*On this report, we see a lot of times where the unit’s temperature was warmer than the upper limit but the alarm did not go off.*This is the graph view of the same data. You can see that these fluctuations are rising above the -15 degree upper alarm limit.



MMRV CDC Cost
Per Dose: $165.09

Box of 10: $1,650.90

MMRV Private Cost
Per Dose: $270.15

Box of 10: $2,701.50

Cost Increase: 64%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel If we take a closer look*The alarm limit was at factory settings, which for FridgeTag freezer devices is warmer than -15C for an hour. *All of the excursions on this report were less than an hour, so the DDL did not alarm. Handling an excursion that has happened repeatedly over time and not addressed can be complicated, time consuming, and expensive! Keep in mind, excursions are cumulative, so the total time for all of these excursions would need to be added up. If the vaccines ended up being compromised, patients who have already received the vaccine would need to be re-vaccinated. Staff would need to take the time to review records for the vaccines stored in the unit, call patients, parents/guardians, etc. which can lead to diminished vaccine confidence at your practice. *Additionally, you may be asked to replace state funded vaccine that was compromised due to negligence per the NHIP loss and replacement policy. Replacement vaccine can be significantly more costly on the private market than the CDC discounted rate that NHIP pays.



DDL Alarm Settings

Refrigerator Unit
High Alarm Above 8° after 10 minutes

Low Alarm Below 2° after 5 minutes

Freezer Unit
High Alarm Above -15° after 10 minutes

Low Alarm Below -50 after 10 minutes

*Temperatures are recorded, tracked and reported in Celsius ONLY

 NHIP Recommended DDL alarm settings: I need an 
adjustment!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – We mentioned earlier that incorrect alarm interval settings are one of the most common reasons for temperature excursions. Here you will see what we recommend for digital data logger alarm interval settings. Alarms should go off 10 minutes after the unit is out of range, except for the lower fridge unit alarm, which she be for an alarm to occur after 5 minutes.



How to 
Correct 

Errors on 
Fridge-tags

Select 4. SET CONF 

For Fridge 
• 0:10, 8.0
• 0:05, 2.0

For Freezer 
• 0:10, (after entering 0:05 press set one 
time, press read until you see a negative 
symbol, then press set) -15 
• 0:10, (after entering 0:10 press set one 
time, press read until you see a negative 
symbol, then press set) -25

These instructions can be used to 
change the date and time too.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AshNow we are going to do a quick demo to show you how to correct your alarm settings. We are using a fridge tag device because it is one of the most common loggers out in the field in NH. This will also be the way you switch your backup device from refrigerator to freezer use. We do have handouts of these instructions available for you to take back to your office if needed.  



Signs of Imminent Storage Unit Failure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – So let’s go over an example of a unit that is about to fail.-Move your attention to the picture on the left. On May 10th, this unit starts with a brief period of rapid temp decrease after a brief increase. If you start to see similar behavior in your unit, find a safe and stable storage unit to move vaccine into. Note that the unit had been emptied out at the beginning of the views that are shown. -Now on the right... The next day on May 11th, the unit seemed to overcompensate and is having a difficult time keeping the temps steady. The temps dipped to 2 degrees Celsius at around 5 o’clock and continued fluctuating up and down while the office was closed. The unit was monitored for several days to see what was going on and to see if it would level the temps out. Lots of things can happen to a unit, but still show within the proper temperature range prior a unit fail.Ultimately the office determined that the compressor needed to be replaced on the unit.It is important to monitor your units because it can show decline over several weeks to months prior to failure.  If issues are noticed, then you can start the process of having the unit looked at, repaired or replaced prior to complete failure.



Avoid Expensive Mistakes!

Average Family Practice:
Monthly Inventory Cost Example

Vaccine
# of 

Doses
CDC Price 
Per Dose

Private Cost 
Per Dose

Total Cost 
to NHIP

Total Private 
Cost to Replace

DTaP (Daptacel) 10 20.76$        29.31$        207.60$      293.10$              
DTaP-Hib-IPV (Pentac 5 68.25$        114.52$     341.25$      572.60$              
DTaP-IPV-Hib-HepB 10 95.07$        150.85$     950.70$      1,508.50$          
Hib (PRP-T) 5 10.78$        12.92$        53.90$         64.60$                
HPV9 10 224.63$     287.54$     2,246.30$  2,875.40$          
MMR 10 24.96$        92.49$        249.60$      924.90$              
MMRV 10 165.09$     270.15$     1,650.90$  2,701.50$          
PCV20 10 178.00$     253.21$     1,780.00$  2,532.10$          
Polio-IPV 20 15.98$        42.64$        319.60$      852.80$              
Tdap Adsorbed 10 36.01$        46.08$        360.10$      460.80$              
Varicella 10 132.42$     174.32$     1,324.20$  1,743.20$          
Influenza Quad Inj P 20 15.22$        19.73$        304.40$      394.60$              

Total 130 - - 9,788.55$  14,924.10$        

Average Pediatric Practice:
Monthly Inventory Cost Example

Vaccine
# of 

Doses
CDC Price 
Per Dose

Private Cost 
Per Dose

Total Cost to 
NHIP

Total Private 
Cost to Replace

Influenza Quad Inj P 300 15.22$        19.73$        4,566.00$      5,919.00$          
DTaP (Infanrix) 50 21.09$        28.02$        1,054.50$      1,401.00$          
DTaP-Hib-IPV (Pentac 5 68.25$        114.52$     341.25$          572.60$              
DTaP-IPV 40 46.96$        59.39$        1,878.40$      2,375.60$          
DTaP-IPV-Hib-HepB 100 95.07$        150.85$     9,507.00$      15,085.00$        
Hep A ped/adol 2D 100 23.00$        36.92$        2,300.00$      3,692.00$          
Hep B ped/adol 10 16.89$        27.36$        168.90$          273.60$              
Hib (PRP-T) 50 10.78$        12.92$        539.00$          646.00$              
HPV9 60 224.63$     287.54$     13,477.80$   17,252.40$        
MenACWY-TT 75 107.84$     166.98$     8,088.00$      12,523.50$        
Meningococcal B OMV 50 141.71$     211.32$     7,085.50$      10,566.00$        
MMR 80 24.96$        92.49$        1,996.80$      7,399.20$          
MMRV 20 165.09$     270.15$     3,301.80$      5,403.00$          
PCV20 180 178.00$     253.21$     32,040.00$   45,577.80$        
Polio-IPV 10 15.98$        42.64$        159.80$          426.40$              
Rotavirus (RotaTeq) 100 79.24$        95.96$        7,924.00$      9,596.00$          
RSV mAb 0.5 mL< 24 mo 20 395.00$     495.00$     7,900.00$      9,900.00$          
RSV mAb 1.0 mL< 24 mo 40 395.00$     495.00$     15,800.00$   19,800.00$        
Tdap Adsorbed 20 36.01$        46.07$        720.20$          921.40$              
Varicella 60 132.42$     174.32$     7,945.20$      10,459.20$        

Total 1370 - - 126,794.15$ 179,789.70$     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AshLet's think about everything we discussed: Incorrect Alarm Interval settings, ignoring digital data logger alarms entirely, how to catch the signs of unit failure, how to correct alarm settings and other tools for preventing out of range temperature units/temperature excursions. Per NHIP's Loss and Replacement Policy, we may request that practice's replace vaccine that spoiled if a temperature excursion could have been prevented! The average cost to replace the average sized family practice monthly inventory in NH is almost $15,000 and the average cost of a pediatric practice's inventory is $180,000. Please avoid costly mistakes by taking steps to prevent temperature excursions. 



Troubleshooting Equipment Problems
1. Confirm the unit has electrical power
2. Confirm the door is closed properly
3. Confirm thermometer probe is place in the center of the middle shelf 

in unit
4. Check ambient room temperature and circulation both inside/outside 

the unit
5. Check the temperature inside the unit
6. Wait 30 minutes to allow the temperature to stabilize

If the temperature still out of range, it's time to adjust the thermostat…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – Let’s talk about the steps to take if your vaccine storage unit is out of temperature range. First, confirm the unit is plugged in and has power and that the door is fully closed. Next, make sure that the probe of your digital data logger is in the center of the unit. Now, check the ambient temperature and circulation inside the unit and in the room where they are stored. Finally, check the temperature inside the unit. Wait 30 minutes to allow the temperature to stabilize. If your unit is still out of temperature range, it's time to adjust the thermostat.



Thermostat Adjustments: Other considerations
Adjustments should be:
Made by the Primary or Backup Vaccine coordinator
Performed during non-business hours OR during slower operations
Made slowly, in small increments.
Re-check temperatures every 30 minutes and repeat as needed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – Additionally, thermostat adjustments should only be performed by the Primary or Back Up Vaccine Coordinator during slow or non business hours. Make small thermostat adjustments slowly and in small increments. Recheck every 30 minutes and repeat as needed.



Keeping Your Vaccine Storage Units Healthy!
Schedule routine maintenance of vaccine storage units to ensure they function at maximum 
efficiency:

 Check seals and door hinges for signs of wear and tear
 Clean coils and other components per manufacturer directions
 Defrost manual-defrost freezers when the frost exceeds 1cm or the manufacturer's suggested limit
 Clean the interior of each unit to discourage bacterial and fungal growth
 Conduct quarterly testing and annual service of backup generator

REMEMBER! Move your vaccines to a back-up unit when defrosting or cleaning your storage unit!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ash – Keeping your vaccine storage unit equipment healthy is the best way to prevent temperature excursions, optimum performance and assure that NH state-purchased and supplied vaccine is safe, viable and potent.The following maintence should be performed regularly on your units:Check seals and door hinges for signs of wear and tearClean coils and other componentsDefrost manual-defrost freezers And Clean the inside of your units



Coming Soon to NHIP!



The Future of Temperature Monitoring at NHIP
New digital data loggers for all vaccine storage units holding 
state supplied vaccine!

What is Changing?
• The NHIP will eventually transition to reviewing 

temperature data directly in the NHIIS
• To ensure a smooth transition, conformity in data logger 

reports will be necessary.
• Once functionality is available in the NHIIS, this change 

will replace the need for paper temperature logs!
• When the calibration expires (every 2 years), providers 

will purchase replacement probes at NHIP’s discounted 
rate (Full Price is $79).

Still Required on Every Open Business Day:
• Observe minimum and maximum temperatures every 

morning
• Observe current temperatures at the beginning and 

end of each day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachel-These devices have no required software. You will be able to access all settings and reports by plugging the device into your computer with a USB cable and typing vfc.local into any browser. -There is no calibration downtime as all you need to do is switch out the old probe with the new one you have purchased.-The battery is rechargeable and will last up to 6 months on a single charge. -The display screen has two convenient boxes that get checked off when temperatures are reviewed, so staff will be able to easily tell if the morning or end of day temperatures still need to be reviewed.-We are still very much in the planning process of this project, but we anticipate sending more information out to providers this Summer. 



Questions??

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AshDoes anyone have any questions? :)



Thank You!!!
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